The skill of robotic hand-eye coordination not only helps robots to deal with real time environment, but also affects the fundamental framework of robotic cognition. A number of approaches have been developed in the literature for construction of the robotic hand-eye coordination. However, several important features within infant developmental procedure have not been introduced into such approaches. This paper proposes a new method for robotic hand-eye coordination by imitating the developmental progress of human infants. The work employs a brain-like neural network system inspired by infant brain structure to learn hand-eye coordination, and adopts a developmental mechanism from psychology to drive the robot. The entire learning procedure is driven by developmental constraint: The robot starts to act under fully constrained conditions, when the robot learning system becomes stable, a new constraint is assigned to the robot. After that, the robot needs to act with this new condition again. When all the contained conditions have been overcome, the robot is able to obtain hand-eye coordination ability. The work is supported by experimental evaluation, which shows that the new approach is able to drive the robot to learn autonomously, and make the robot also exhibit developmental progress similar to human infants.
Introduction
Robots supported by artificial intelligent algorithms have been able to execute highly complicated missions. However, if the robots are placed in completely unknown working environments, the robots often find itself difficult to perform properly. This is because the internal representations of the robot are foreknown and designed for expected environments [1] . It is a crucial issue that robots should be able to create their own internal representations. This problem has been solved in cognitive biological systems through processes of structured growth known as "development". Robotic scientists apply this idea to produce a novel research topic "developmental robotics". In the field of developmental robotics, it is assumed that a robot system is not programmed for specific and fixed tasks. The robot is programmed to develop and learn new behavioral and cognitive competence and skills autonomously [2] . This also means that a robot should be able to create its own internal representations through developmental learning. Developmental learning is concerned with not just the ability to learn and gain mastery at a given task but more importantly with how learning may progress and grow to achieve competence over a series of new tasks as they are encountered [3] . Developmental robotic draws inspiration from various aspects of developmental psychology and developmental neuroscience, e.g., sensory-motor coordinations, emergent behaviors, and social interactions [4] . In particular, very early development such as growth of sensory-motor control and skills plays an important role in both human infant and robotic cognition. Because early experiences and struc- tures are likely to underpin all subsequent growth in ways that may be crucial. This agrees with the suggestion that sensory-motor coordination is likely to be a significant general principle of cognition [4] . Robotic hand-eye coordination belongs to the sensory-motor coordination. In this case, this paper emphasizes that it is very important to design learning algorithms of a robotic hand-eye system to achieve mastery of its local, egocentric space and to perform reaching task. This is because if we can understand the implementation of low level sensory motor, we might also apply those guidelines to build complex cognitive tasks in robotics.
From the viewpoint of developmental robotics, features from human development are required to be involved within robot training schema. In terms of this perspective, a number of models on robotic reaching and robotic hand-eye coordination have been proposed recently. Various types of constructive neural networks were proposed to build the mapping systems [5−7] , in which visual perceptions are transformed into hand motor values. In other studies, incremental learning models were applied to learn such kind of mapping [8, 9] . Several other developmental robotic handeye coordination systems used different neural networks to simulate a part of brain working loops [10−12] . Such research indicates that introducing brain inspired structures into developmental robotics is regarded as an effective solution to robotic cognition [2] . However, compared with psychological theories and results, the aforementioned work merely adopted a few pieces of development features. In fact, there exists a large gap between our psychological theories of development and our ability to implement working developmental algorithms in autonomous agents.
In order to improve the current implementations, an integration of both a brain inspired computational structure and a significant developmental learning algorithm is appli-ed to guide an autonomous robotic system to learn its handeye coordination. Adopting a brain inspired structure is realized as a key fact by reviewing aforementioned researches. By mimicking the mechanisms of the brain system, we would be able to learn important design principles for autonomous robotic systems, and bring higher autonomy into developmental robotics. Furthermore, implementing a brain inspired structure may support our robot to approach the complexity of cognition and adaptive behavior that we associate with biological organisms and may find their way into practical applications. This work, therefore, proposes a novel computational structure with two neural networks to map visual space to the robotic hand motor system. On the other hand, we believe that features of infant development can be used to guide our robot to develop. Therefore, "lifting constraints, act and saturate (LCAS)" algorithm is introduced to control the robot to gradually gain its hand-eye coordination ability. The algorithm works by removing several types of developmental constraints, which are summarized by psychological literatures [13] . LCAS algorithm was applied in several developmental models successfully [14−18] . This approach, combining the brain inspired structure and LCAS algorithm, will considerably widen the scope of psychological inspirations for developmental robotics, deepen the research on robotic reaching and hand-eye coordination, and bring more psychological and biological ideas into the developmental robotics.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the background and related work of robotic hand-eye coordination, reaching and developmental learning. Section 3 describes the computational brain inspired learning system of the robotic system and the development constraint driven approach in detail. Section 4 gives the experimental procedure and results. The discussions of those results and the comparison with other robotic hand-eye coordination models are mentioned in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and points out important future research.
Background and related work
The core technique of the robotic reaching ability is to implement the hand-eye coordination, which is the mapping from robotic visual sensors to robotic actuators [17] . Mostly, the traditional robotic hand-eye coordination systems are calibrated by human engineers. However, this paper will not build this kind of work again, because this traditional method can work very precisely [19−21] . The paper emphasises that robots themselves are able to learn the mapping by self-calibration. Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the typical robotic hand-eye mapping problem. The system obtains the location of a target within an image captured by a visual sensor, this information is then converted to the eye-centered coordinate system. After that, the eye-centered information is mapped to the hand space through a hand-eye transformation mechanism. Then, the difference between the current hand position and the desired position is used to drive the hand motors. This architecture of decomposing sensory-motor transformation into sub-transformations is supported by findings in human brains during the performance of visually guided reaching. In the architecture, the position of the target is re-mapped into various intermediate frames of reference, such as eye-centered and hand-centered. The hand-eye transformation problem is thus formulated as finding the relationship between the eye motor space and the arm joint space, i.e., find the mapping:
where mi is the i-th eye motor value, j l stands for l-th arm joint motor value, k is the number of motors to drive the eye movements, and n is the number of the arm joints. Hand-eye coordination in developmental robotics is an important topic. Therefore, a number of robotic reaching or robotic hand-eye coordination models have been proposed recently. However, those works have limitations due to various facts: 1) Most of the robotic hand-eye coordination systems only use one camera as the robotic vision system, merely carry out 2 dimensional experiments which might simplify their systems learning complexity [8, 9, 22] .
2) The training phase ignores imitating the developmental progress of human infants reaching objects [23, 24] . Khamassi et al. [12] inspired us that we can build a computational model to simulate part of brain working loop. However, they only focus on building a complex system, rather than let a system develop to be complex. Nori et al. [25] attempted to make their robot autonomously build an "eye-to-hand" Jacobian matrix to implement their reaching ability. This approach is able to deal with the kinematic redundancy of the robot. Nevertheless, developmental behaviors are not shown in the research. Jamone et al. [26] designed two types of reaching maps to build the hand-eye coordination: One map estimated whether an object can be reached, and another map supplied enough information for reaching. However, this work is merely done in simulated environment. Our previous work is similar to [27, 28] , where we applied neural networks to control our robot to learn reaching.
It is important to note that the hand-eye mapping is highly nonlinear. The nonlinear approximation ability of the artificial neural network supports the implementations of the hand-eye mapping very well. In particular, [10, 12] used radial basis function (RBF) networks to simulate V6A cortex in the human brain. Self-organizing map networks and Jacobian matrices are able to deal with the kinematic redundancy of the robot [11, 29] . Furthermore, scientists of developmental robotics focus on bringing more developmental features into their researches, therefore an enhanced model of minimal resource allocation network is proposed to build a mapping system [5, 6] , the network topological structure grows while the network is being trained. The growing structure feature fits psychological findings properly. Zhou et al. [7] also modified a self-organization map network to gain the incremental structure feature. Meng and Lee [30] used active learning algorithm to drive their robot to use more training to learn the difficult subspace of their robot arm and use lesser training to learn the simple subspace.
Human infants are a successful learning model for hand-eye coordination. Therefore, in order to build the development-driven approach, it is necessary to understand human infant development procedure, and it is crucial to abstract the significant developmental features from the procedure. Therefore, the following subsections introduce the infant development model and developmental constraint, respectively.
Inspirations from infant development
Literatures from developmental psychology show the developmental procedure of human infants. The procedure demonstrates that the reaching movement starts from coarse reaching movements to precise [31, 32] . After birth, human infants have a few visuo-motor ability, and can perform directed hand movements toward visual targets. These "pre-reaching" movements are not successful in making contact with targets. However, infants perform visually directed actions to reach the "hemifield", in which a target appears. It is clear that early reaching is based on vision of the target and on proprioceptive signals from the arm. Later, during the last months of completing the age of one year, infants use the distance between the hand and the target to adjust the hand position and orientation, so as to touch target object [31, 33] . This type of movements is like corrections of failed reaching movements. Therefore, our robotic system can follow the infant s pattern: A reaching movement consists of the pre-reaching movements and the correction movements.
On the other hand, from the aspect of neural processing modules, human infants reaching is the result of the cerebral cortex, basal ganglia, and cerebellum working in parallel to generate and control [34] . At the age of 15 weeks, the basal ganglia-cerebral cortex loops select a rough action that might need correction during execution. In adults, these actions would be refined through the action of the cerebellar loops. However, this type of action is limited in young infants because of their limited development of the cerebellum. With repeated experiences, the basal ganglia loops become better at selecting actions for particular contexts using reinforcement learning. As time passes during the first year and the cerebellar network becomes more mature, the cerebellar cortical loops should gradually exert influence on the approximate commands selected by the basal ganglia loops [32] . In terms of these findings, we consider the robot will contain two different control mechanisms to handle the two distinct movement patterns.
Developmental constraints and LCAS algorithm
The above findings clearly show the infant developmental procedure during 0-12 months after birth. However, it is also important to identify what is the internal force that drives infant to develop from behaving coarse reaching movements to accurate ones. A robotic developmental driving mechanism is required to mimic the similar developmental procedure, so our robotic system can use the driving mechanism to determine when to develop new abilities. Developmental psychology shows evidences that lifting constraint can lead infants to develop from one competence to a new, and even more complicated competence. This is because each developmental step establishes the boundary conditions for the next one. A particular ability cannot emerge if any of the capacities it entails is lacking [1] . In addition, our previous work [13] proposed the LCAS algorithm, which deals with discrete developmental stages, whose maturation level increases, depending on a notion of saturation linked to the estimation of novelty.
Therefore, we apply the LCAS algorithm to implement a developmental mechanism: Let the robot act under a constraint.
When a constraint has been saturated, a new constraint is released into the system.
To further ease the understanding of LCAS, Algorithm 1 shows an outline of the constraint lifting procedure in pseudo code.
The value of sat(x, ∆, n) indicates whether the learning system is stable.
Algorithm 1. LCAS algorithm 1) while not all constraints are released do 2)
quit this for-loop and release a new constraint 5) else 6)
repeat doing the learning process within this for-loop (from Line 2)-8)) 7) end if 8) end for 9) end while Inspired by the two types of movements and the two areas of brain cortices mentioned above, this work proposes to design a robotic learning system with two constructive neural networks. Upon this setup, one neural network is trained to control our robot s large amplitude of arm movements around the objects. The network is to produce the early infant pre-reaching, and imitate basal gangliacerebral cortex loops performing rough actions. Another neural network is designed to behave in accordance with small amplitude arm movements to make correct reaching movements. Thus, the second network generates the later movement of infant reaching. Also, a developmental mechanism guides the robot when to develop from the first network to the second based on its learning status. Note that, our work simply simulates the basic functions of the basal ganglia loops, rather than simulates every function in detail.
Methods
The experiment aims to achieve the goal that the robotic arm can learn to capture target objects behavior through the robot s spontaneous movements. This section describes the two neural networks architecture, the learning algorithms for training the robotic learning system, and the robotic system configuration.
Brain inspired network structure
The entire robotic learning system proposed in this paper consists of two neural networks. The first network N1 simulating the basal ganglia cortex is able to generate rough reaching movements, and the second network N2 simulating the cerebellum can make correction movements after a rough reaching has been made. These two networks are not used in parallel. We set up a threshold δ to choose which network to be used. Hence, we calculate the distance between the target position and the hand position within the images captured by the two cameras. If the distance is greater or equal to the threshold, N1 is active; else, N2 is active. Because N2 can give more accurate motor commands to the arm, the structures of N1 and N2 are not identical. In the training phase, there is no target object appearing within the robotic vision s view, the robot can only detect the position of the fingertip. The whole structure can be divided into three sub modules: the image processing module, the hand sensory-motor module, and the network control module. The following sections describe this brain inspired network structure and those sub-modules in detail. 3.1.1 Image capture and image processing modules In order to detect the fingertip in the images captured by the two cameras, we first need to convert the image from the RGB color space to the HSV color space. Then we use the foreground generation method to generate the histogram of finger. In the system, if Hue value of a pixel falls into the range: Hue [245, 253], we set this pixel as a candidate target pixel. Then we assign 255 to this pixel; otherwise, we assign 0. An orange ball is used as the target to be captured, its color range is Hue [29, 42] . After the color conversion, a binary image is generated. The candidate target pixels are further grouped into several regions, and the largest region is regarded as the fingertip against the background of our experimental system. The center of the region is used as the fingertip position (xa, ya) of each image. The image processing result is shown in Fig. 7 . In addition, if the object is very close to the fingertip, the arm can touch it without more movements, we consider this as a touchable state.
Hand sensory-motor module
This module can handle the movement of each joint and feedback its position. θ1, θ2, and θ3 stand for the positions of the three motors, respectively. Each joint has its working range: θ1 is [0 
Network control module
When robotic arm has owned the reaching ability, a target object is placed within the arm workspace. The robotic vision system can sense the target position (xo1, yo1) in Camera 1, and (xo2, yo2) in Camera 2, and similar for the fingertip position (xa1, ya1) and (xa2, ya2). d is the Euclidean distance between the object and the fingertip. If d is greater or equal to δ, N1 is applied to generate ∆θ1−3 for the motors. Otherwise, the target position and the difference between the target and the fingertip (∆xo−a1, ∆yo−a1, ∆xo−a2, ∆yo−a2) are sent to N2 to generate ∆θ1−3. Then, ∆θ1−3 are sent to the motors. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 The control procedure of the robotic system
Network training phase
The robot needs to generate a number of spontaneous movements to learn to handle its arm. The spontaneous movements mean the arm moves randomly. Before each movement, both the cameras calculate the fingertip position, (x1, y1) indicates the fingertip position in Camera 1, (x2, y2) gives the position in Camera 2. Meanwhile, the joint values (θ1, θ2, θ3) of the robotic motors are acquired from the hand sensory-motor module. After one movement, both the fingertip position and the joint values are changed. We use (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) and θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 to identify the new values. Note that the Euclidean distance d between (x1, y1), (x2, y2) and (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ). d can be calculated by (1) . ∆θ1−3 are the different values between θ1−3 and
where (xn, yn) are the hand position within the images captured by Camera n before a movement, and (x n , y n ) mean the hand position after the movement. The threshold δ can be used to determine which network is trained or used to control the arm. In the experiment, δ is set to 16. If d is larger than or equal to δ, N1 network is selected. This is because if d is large, the movement scope of the arm is large, only N1 can handle this large movement in the architecture. (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) are the inputs of N1, and ∆θ 1−3 are the network s expected outputs. N1 is trained by using (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) and θ 1−3 as the training pattern. If d is less than δ, N2 is trained, its inputs contain (x1, y1), (x2, y2) and (∆x1, ∆y1), (∆x2, ∆y2), its expected outputs have ∆θ1−3. The training procedure is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 The training schema of a brain inspired network architecture 3.2.1 Constructive neural network implementation We use a type of constructive neural network to build the robot learning system, because psychologists indicate that constructive learning occurs not only in infancy but also in mature brains [35] . The constructive learning means learning system can grow up automatically during learning phase. The network used in this paper is called minimal resource allocating network (MRAN). MRAN network starts with no hidden units, and with each learning step, i.e., after an action, the network grows or shrinks when necessary or adjusts the network parameters accordingly.
A typical MRAN network is expressed as
where α k is the weight vector from the hidden unit φ k (x), N is the number of radial basis function units (N of N1 is 15, N of N2 is 30), and µ k and σ k are the kth hidden unit s center and width, respectively.
T is the network output vectors, where NO is the number of the MRAN network outputs, and x is the network input. In the brain inspired structure, N1 network setup is addressed as follows:
T is the vector of the arm joint angles, and x = {x1, y1, x2, y2}
T is the vector of the target positions within both Camera 1 and Camera 2. N2 network configuration is f (x) = {∆θ1, ∆θ2, ∆θ3}
T , and x = {θ1, θ2, θ3, ∆x1, ∆y1, ∆x2, ∆y2}
T . The network growth criteria are based on the novelty of the observations, which are: Whether the current network prediction error for the current learning observation is larger than a threshold, and whether the node to be added is far enough from the existing nodes in the network, as shown in (4) and (6) . The criterion in (5) is to check the prediction error within a sliding window to ensure that growth is smooth, m is the length of the sliding window.
where x(t), y(t) are the t-th learning data, m is the sliding window size, and µr(t) is the centre vector of the nearest node to x(t), e1, e2 and e3 are the three thresholds. If the above three conditions are not met, the extended Kalman filter is applied to modify the weights of the network, so as to decrease the network error, and a node is inserted to the network. In the experimentation, e1 = 0.05, e2 = 0.005, e3 = max{0.4 × 0.999 i , 0.07}, and i is the learning step.
Spontaneous movement module
The spontaneous movement module provides random motor values to the robot system. This setup is to follow the feature that human infants always apply this type of spontaneous movements to build their hand-eye coordination ability. The following equation is used to implement this module.
where i is the i-th joint, Mmin is the position which cannot be small, MMAX is the position which cannot be large, and SR is a safety parameter, which is to drive the arm not to move to the largest or the smallest position. Otherwise, moving into those positions may damage the motors. MMIN is the constraint applied in this paper, which has a larger value when the system starts to act, and changes to a smaller value afterwards.
where β is a parameter to control the decreasing speed of the arm s moving range, and β ∈ {0.6, 1.0}.
Developmental mechanism
In this paper, only one constraint is raised or relaxed to drive the development of the whole robotic learning system. The constraint is the movement amplitude of robotic arm. There are five types of developmental constraints: 1) Anatomical, 2) sensory-motor, 3) cognitive, 4) maturational, and 5) external constraints [13] . The movement amplitude belongs to the sensory-motor type. The constraintlifting procedure can be described as follows: At the beginning, the arm can only wave with large amplitude, the robotic system uses these rough movements to train the network N1. As the change of the constraint, the robotic arm starts to train the other network N2 to refine reaching movements until the arm could make correct reaching movements. Then, the whole system becomes stable and mature. 3.3.1 LCAS algorithm with the brain inspired architecture Our approach of shaping similarly discovers the structure of competence possibilities under a given constraint regime. This consists of implementing the cycle, lift-constraint, act and saturate (LCAS). First, we identify all possible and available constraints and decide which should be initially applied to the system. Next, we execute the motor action algorithm described below. This uses motor babbling to discover any irregularities in the sensory-motor modalities and stores these in explicit schemas. Eventually, the motor babbling will not produce any new space, as indicated by very low global excitation, and then we consider the system to be saturated. At this point, a constraint can be eased or lifted and the cycle starts again. The constraints can be scheduled according to infant maturational data, but we have also experimented with automatic schemes where the selection of constraints varies as an emergent process.
In terms of the above considerations, our developmental mechanism is implemented to drive the constraints to change. As the times of arm movements increase, the system tends to become more saturated. When the saturation value is stabilized and is less than a fixed value ψ, we could regard the robotic system as saturated. Therefore, we increase the robotic movement range to acquire new training data to retrain the robotic learning system, until the saturation value of the whole system is stabilized and the value is less than the fixed value ψ. The mechanism can be summarized as the following equation:
true, if |y(t) − y(t − ϕ)| < ε
and y(t) < ψ false, otherwise (9) where in the experiment, ϕ, ψ and ε are set to 0.1, 0.02 and 5, respectively. Equation (9) gives the saturation rule: t means the number of training epoches, y(t) means the global excitation value of the system at epoch t, ψ is the fixed value. If y(t) is less than ϕ for a certain period of time ϕ, we will regard this as the saturated situation, the constraint then lifts. In short, (9) means if the learning system remains stable for a fixed term, a new constraint is assigned into the system.
It is very important to define y(t) carefully. The network output error values are not used in y(t) directly. Instead, we apply a habitation equation to define y(t). At each stage of learning, novelty and habituation play an important role in driving the learning process. Novelty refers to new or particularly salient sensory space, while habituation is defined as a decrease in the strength of a behavioral response to repeated stimulations. A habituated stimulus may be able to evoke a further response after the presentation of an intervening novel stimulus. Novelty and habituation mechanisms can help a system to explore new places/events while monitoring the current status. Therefore, the system can glean experience over its entire environment. In our system, we used a biologically plausible habituation model which was created in our previous work [36, 37] describing how excitation, y, varies with time
where y0 is the original value of y, τ and α are time constants governing the rate of habituation and recovery. In the experiment, we set τ , α and y0 to be 5, 0.9 and 1.1, respectively. S indicates the system is in habituation or the novelty model. If the network output error oe keeps decreasing in the training process, we regard the system to be in the habituation model S = 0. Otherwise, if oe suddenly increases during the decreasing trend, we consider the increasing as a novel stimulus, thus, S = 1. If sat(y(t), t) in (9) is true, the learning process of N2 starts, but N1 stops. If sat(y(t), t) is false, the training still occurs in N1.
Training method
We also set a short-term memory system to hold training data, which are obtained from the robot learning phase. After each hand movement, the visual data and the hand joints data are inserted to the memory. Then, the robot uses the data in the memory to train N1 or N2. The network will keep training itself until it gets convergence. Note that the memory format of N1 is different from that of N2, since the two networks contain diverse inputs. The memory has a capacity: The oldest data will be discarded when new data are inserted.
Experimentation
In this section, the results of a number of experiments are reported to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed approach. Fig. 4 illustrates the experimental robotic system, which is an "InnoStar" robotic arm including 6 degrees of freedom (DOF). The arm is mounted on a workspace, 3 DOF of the arm are used in this paper to finish reaching movements. There is a gripper with two fingers mounted on the top of the arm. This setup can support the robotic arm to move and capture objects in 3-dimensional environment. Each rotational joint of the robot arms has a motor driver and also an encoder which senses the joint angle, thus providing a proprioceptive sensor reading. The upper limb and the lower limb are labeled as L1 and L2, respectively. The length of L1 is 14 mm, L2 is 20 mm. Two RGB cameras are applied to build the robotic vision system in this work. Because one camera cannot supply enough information for 3-dimensional reaching movements, a camera ("Camera 1" in Fig. 4 ) is mounted on a frame placed next to the arm, and another camera ("Camera 2" in Fig. 4) is mounted above and looks down on the work space. The robotic fingertip and the object are marked with different colors so as to be detected easily. Fig. 5 demonstrates the robotic control system which is divided into two parts: An AVR controller and a host computer. Both motor and sensor systems controllers are installed on the AVR controller. A program including RSC-232 socket and integrating the controllers driver programs have been built for communications between the host computer and the AVR controller. The program also simplifies the command language of the controller to remotely invoked functions so that the controllers can be called by other on-line host computers on conveniently. Therefore, any computer running the developmental algorithms can control the robot arm via the AVR computer. In fact, the AVR computer is like an interface between the laboratory robot and the outside world. Therefore, the high level application program on the host computer will never consider the underlying controllers drivers, but merely concentrate on the developmental learning algorithms. Figs. 6 (a) and (c) are the images captured by Camera 1 and Camera 2, respectively. Fig. 6 (c) highlights the fingertip from Fig. 6 (a) , and the fingertip within Fig. 6 (c) is also highlighted in Fig. 6 (d) . The image processing module can detect the fingertip positions within both Figs. 6 (b) and (d).
Hardware

Experimental results
The experimental procedure can be designed as follows: Mark the hand of the robotic arm and the target by using a particular color. Firstly, no object is put into the workspace. The learning system only generates spontaneous movements so that the learning patterns can be generated by capturing and calculating these movements. According to the saturation of the brain inspired learning system, the robot arm hardly performs small range of movements at the beginning, but will change to generate more small range of movements in the middle term of the experiment. After the learning phase has been completed, a static object is put into the workspace, and then, the robot attempts to touch the object. Fig. 6 The output of the image processing module Fig. 7 demonstrates the movement variation of the entire learning phase: The curve labeled "Movements for N1" shows how many movements are used to train N1 network during the experiment, and the curve labeled "Movements for N2" stands for the number of the random movements used to train N2 network. Because the small range of movements are ignored during the beginning period of the experiment, N2 network has no chance to get trained. Only the large range of movements are accepted by N1 network. After about 90 movements, according to (9) , the robot begins to have several small range of movements by using (7) and (8), N2 network starts to learn those movements. Note that the large range of movements are still generated by the robot after about the 90th movement. However, those movements are not used to train N1 any more. From this figure, the robotic behavior pattern is to learn coarse movements first and learn precise movements later. This setup successfully simulates infant developmental feature, which is infant s movement starting from coarse to precise ones. Fig. 7 The movement types during the learning procedure Fig. 8 shows that the saturation of the robot system during the overall training phase. The global excitation value, which is calculated by (10) , is used to indicate whether the learning system is stable. The curve before the "N2 starts to work" label is generated by N1 network. The global excitation value keeps oscillating until after about 100 movements, and then it falls down. When the global excitation value satisfies (9), the curve mainly reflects N2 network saturation, because the training only occurs in N2 network. The rest curve returns to oscillate, and it becomes stable again at around 280th training. At this moment, the robotic learning is completed, and the robot has owned the ability to make reaching movements. All these situations are caused by the changing of the constraint that we set in the robotic system. Therefore, the developmental procedure of the entire robotic system is driven by the constraint. In addition, Fig. 8 also indicates that the convergence speeds for both N1 and N2 are fast. Fig. 8 The saturation during the training phase
The two network output errors within the entire training procedure are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. N1 network requires about 120 trainings to achieve convergence, and N2 network needs nearly 170 times to converge. This difference indicates that the network system is able to learn the large range of movements more easily than to learn the small range of movements. Furthermore, Figs. 9 and 10 also imply that development constraint divides one task to several sub-tasks. The robot completes each sub-task one by one, and the robot starts to learn the easier part first. Thus, difficulty of the entire task is reduced. Note that the results of network output errors are for the entire workspace, rather than a fixed position. Therefore, after the robot completes its training, no matter where the object is placed, the robot is able to generate precise reaching behaviors. . 11 shows the arm positions before and after a reaching movement. An orange pingpong ball used as a target was hung into the robot workspace, then the arm prepares to move from a position (which is far from the target) towards the target. The left picture shows the start position, and the right picture shows that the target is already within the robotic gripper. Thus, Fig. 11 illustrates that our robot has been able to exhibit successful reaching movements. However, the movement details are not shown in the figures. In this case, Figs. 12 and 13 demonstrate the movement trajectories. Fig. 12 gives the fingertip trajectories after each movement from Camera 1, and Fig. 13 shows the trajectories from Camera 2. This successful reaching contains 3 movements which are drawn as 3 arrows and labeled as "1", "2" and "3" according to the movement sequence. We can obverse that the range of the first movement is very large. However, this movement cannot reach the object. Then, two correct movements lead the hand touch the object. Compared to the first movement, the second and the third movements are relatively short. Fig. 12 The trajectories of the arm taken by Camera 1 Fig. 13 The trajectories of the arm taken by Camera 2 In this case, the robotic system has to apply two different types of movements to finish one reaching movement. Thus, this movement pattern is, similar to human infants, or even adult s reaching movement pattern.
Discussions
The experimental results described above have demonstrated how the robot learns to map from its visual stimuli to its hand, and how the brain inspired network structure and the developmental learning mechanism cooperate together to drive the learning process. In order to specify the advantages of our approach, a comparison with other developmental approaches is given in Table 1 . We have not compared our approach with every work mentioned in Section 2, we only summarize features of those work. Based on this point of view, the following features are compared: 1) The hand-eye transformation method, 2) the biological plausibility, 3) the developmental stages, 4) the incremental learning, the learning speed, and 5) the human-like movement pattern.
In Table 1 , we find many existing approaches prefer to apply the static neural networks to implement the eye-to-hand nonlinear transformation. However, our approach is to handle this transformation by using the constructive neural network. This type of neural network contains an important feature: The network topology and weights are changed simultaneously during its training phase. The feature fits several important psychological theories on cognition [4] . Upon the biological plausibility factor, the regular methods merely focus on the transformation implementation. Only a few works report that they simulate some brain cortices functions that are used to guide human reaching movement. However, our approach is inspired by the control loop of the cerebellum and the basal ganglia in human brain. Therefore, our method has more biological plausibility. And those existing works did not show much how their competencies emerged gradually. They built every function together to enable the systems to develop. By contrast, our approach can make the robotic system built up from simple tasks to highly complex tasks, which makes the system functions became more and more proficient during its development. In particular, the experiment demonstrates a situation of staged behavior change, this is very similar to human infant developmental process. Another significant advantage is that both neural network topological structure and the learning system are incremental, other than some existing work did not own incremental learning. Also, because of the two neural networks structure, the overall learning time of the existing approaches and our work are totally different. Some works connectionist implementations that adopted single static neural network require thousands of cycles of training epoches. However, our system, consequently, uses less than 400 trials to achieve a matured level (see the two curves in Figs. 10 and 11) . Finally, the reaching movement of the existing approaches is usually achieved by a single movement, but our approach is able to use a combination of coarse movements and correction movements to finish a reaching movement.
Conclusions
This paper extends the recent work on robotic hand-eye coordination and proposes a novel robotic learning system, which can drive our robot to gradually gain reaching movement ability. The method worked by first constructing a brain inspired computational structure to simulate human brain work loops via implementing two constructive neural networks; and then creating a developmental mechanism implemented by "lifting constraints, act and saturate algorithm" to drive the robot gradually and autonomously learn reaching ability. The observations from the experiments display an increasing progression from initially behaving large range of hand movements, and then to generating small range of movements. These indicate this approach not only improves the current work which brings ideas of developmental psychology and neuroscience into robotics, but also has other three advantages: 1) Our robotic learning progression is very similar to human infant s development.
2) The approach incorporates incremental and cumulative features in its learning. 3) It owns more autonomous and psychological characteristics.
There is still room to improve the present work. In particular, the present work only uses two static cameras as the robotic vision, and merely carries out experiments within a settled workspace. But practically, variable environments for the working of robots may be more useful. Thus, we propose to use a motorized 2 DOF stereo vision to replace the two static cameras in the system, which can increase our robotic ability so as to work within more complicated environment. Finally, this work does not look into the threshold configuration. In the experiments, some thresholds' values are set manually. Further effort to investigating these issues seem useful. 
